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Level 1 Drama, 2017
90998 Demonstrate understanding of features of  

a drama / theatre form

2.00 p.m. Thursday 9 November 2017 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of features 
of a drama / theatre form.

Demonstrate informed understanding of 
features of a drama / theatre form.

Demonstrate perceptive understanding 
of features of a drama / theatre form.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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TOTAL

Achievement

11

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.









  

Achievement exemplar 2017 

Subject: Drama Standard: 90998 Total score: 11 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A4 

Candidate identifies the money pouch as a typical prop belonging to 
Pantalone. The actor’s use is clearly described when the candidate says that 
Pantalone “would clutch it and keep a careful watch of who wants to take his 
money.” There is some detail shown in the typical use of the money pouch; 
however, to secure a Merit grade, candidate needed to elaborate on why 
Pantalone’s life revolves around money and how it will diminish his status, for 
example. 

2 A4 

Candidate clearly describes Pantalone’s movement as slow, “head moves 
rapidly from side to side…stops every now and then… to take a closer look…if 
he spots something suspicious he changes path.” Candidate identifies that this 
acting style is typical by saying that Pantalone’s life revolves around money. 
There is a clear relationship shown between why he moves slowly when they 
explain it is because he doesn’t want to lose his money and therefore his wife.  
To secure a higher grade, the candidate needed to describe the actor’s 
relationship with the audience and the performance space, for example. 

3 A3 

The candidate generally describes a typical storyline and why it is typical, 
They say “everything returns to the way it was in the beginning.” To secure a 
higher grade, candidate needed to elaborate more on the servant and master 
relationship in Commedia dell’Arte. 

 

 


